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Melange
Melange

Beauty needs
personality

body
&mind
At Ideal Standard, we believe that creativity is the catalyst to continuous evolution in your bathroom. As Europe’s leading brand,
Ideal Standard’s goal is to create a living space that is truly like you. Sustainable and exclusively following 3 main philosophies: design, functionality and innovation. Ideal Standard is the reflection of personalised well-being. Spirit and materials focused to create a universe where the
body and mind are immersed in renewed pleasure day after day. Discover the new ground-breaking solutions that capture your desires.

Introducing the new Ideal Standard brand logo. We are changing the look and feel of our logo, with a new soft and graceful shape, conveying
a refined contemporary feeling. Our current signature will remain visible for a while on the Ideal Standard collections until it is progressively
replaced by the new logo. You can rest assured that our brand and products will more than ever facilitate and enhance your life.

Melange

A harmony

of understated elegance

Minimalist but sensual, Melange’s beautifully
curved form adds character to your bathroom
without dominating. Available in a range of
options, its sleek, geometric shape perfectly
complements the rounded edges of any basin,
bath or bidet. Ultra-smooth to the touch and
a dream to operate, Melange is a must for any
bathroom of style.

Design by
Artefakt industriekultur was
founded in 1989 by Thomas Fiegl
and Achim Pohl in cooperation with
the international industry. The design team, with up to 12 designers,
develops product lines within the
overall development process.
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New era

of bathroom design

An entire range of fittings to suit each section of the bathroom means the perfect
synthesis of strong, fluid lines. No matter what your taste or existing bathroom,
Melange is infinitely adaptable. A large variety of installation options are available to
suit your beauty pampering, bathing and showering spaces, giving you the freedom to
choose the model that’s perfect for you.

Single lever basin mixer

Single lever bath and shower

Exposed bath and shower
thermostat

Built-in shower mixer
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The beauty
of saving water

Save precious water while adding a touch of streamlined elegance to your bathroom.
Each equipped with a clever water-saving device, four options provide the ultimate
complement to your beauty pampering area. Whatever your taste, whatever your
environment, Melange adapts to any basin with effortless grace while being
thoughtfully economical. Beautiful and smart…

The vessel basin mixer
with its superb body and smooth side handle
provides the perfect complement to any vessel.
Simple but dynamic design results in an impressive
balance of line and form. To avoid lime scale build-up
and any interruption of Melange’s smooth, curved
line, an integrated aerator means no visible aerator
and easier cleaning.

Single Lever basin mixer
Those who enjoy minimalist design but sometimes
find it too austere will love this basin mixer. The
perfect illustration of artful modesty, its smooth lever
is simple to operate for easy control of water flow
and less waste.

functionality
As good-looking as it is practical,
this basin mixer has an integrated aerator for
greater functionality and ease-of-use while
adding a classic but contemporary touch to your
bathroom.

+

The stylish basin mixer
With its fine, fluid form adds character to your
bathroom environment while limiting water wastage.
Safe and easy, Click technology gives you a water
saving device to help you control how much water
you use. When you raise the handle, a point of slight
resistance indicates when the fitting is delivering half
its maximum flow. You can be sure to take pleasure
in comfortable temperature control at any time.
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Essentially
excellent performance
The Melange thermostatic wall mounted shower and shower&bath mixer means unlimited
pleasure... Warm water flows at your favourite temperature to revive and indulge your body
without making you wait. Plus, with technical innovation such as the ingenious Cool Body, peace
of mind and optimal ease-of-use are guaranteed. Practical, clever thinking ensures you receive
ultimate performance and ultimate satisfaction.

Revel in a shower experience with no threat of
cold shocks or scalding surprises.
Thermostatic temperature control and flow limiting
with an override button ensures maximum safety and
enjoyment. An automatic push-and-pull diverter,
three-function handspray and invisible fixation
nuts and escutcheons mean easy operation and a
streamlined look.

functionality

+

Thermostatic shower fittings - Total safety
This clever thermostat ensures water temperature
is maintained for maximum comfort while the
ingenious Cool Body innovation means the fitting is
safe to touch. So you and your children are always
protected regardless of water usage in other parts
of the home.

Built-in Thermostatic
This model also offers an abundance of
comfort and safety. Dual controls comprise a
temperature handle with built-in safety stop at 40°C
and a flow-control handle with ceramic disc
technology for a smooth turning action.
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Simple appearance,
superior technology

Behind the studied simplicity of the manual bath and shower fittings lies a world of state-of-theart technology. Designed for long-lasting reliability and durability, advanced research ensures
precise performance for absolute enjoyment. Top-quality materials and workmanship come
together to create a masterpiece of practicality for your pleasure and peace of mind.

innovation

+

An innovative push-and-pull diverter
makes changing from shower to bath child’s play.
Integrated into the body of the shower design, it is
unassuming and elegant. Not only that, multi-port
ceramic disc technology controls water flow and
temperature with impeccable precision on the one
hole bath fitting.

innovation
A reference point in bathroom innovation.
Superfluous details were eliminated in the creation
of this mixer, resulting in only the purest, most
essential lines. The end of the shower hose fits
seamlessly into the soap holder for invisible
transitions and fixation nuts and escutcheons are
unseen as they are sealed to the wall. With water
saving technology, this is simple, timeless quality
and style.
The built-in mixer is easy to install,
takes up very little room and offers maximum
enjoyment. It is also incredibly easy to clean
as there are no visible fixing screws with
the durability of an attractive metal handle
and escutcheons.

+
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Melange product review
Melange basin SL mixer 1-hole PUW tubes chrome

Melange bath & Shower DC mixer 4-hole chrome

A 4258 AA
Cu-tubes D10 M8X1
35 mm cartridge KEROX with hot water limit stop
cast body with hole for pop-up rod
Metal pop-up waste
EASY-FIX fixation
Hidden aerator "CACHE" M21,5x1 - A
Metal handle with red and blue indicator

A 4292 AA
RIM mounted G1/2 nuts with sealing system for water supply system
connections
Ceramic valves G1/2 90° left and right (with opposite movement)
With accessories (4F hand spray, duble looked metal hose 1500 mm)
Metal handles
Automatic diverter
Only for use with Multi-set trio (bath filler)

138
117,7

129
136
162

∅63

max.40

∅35
max.150

405 412

85-250

max.750
85-250

85-250
230

∅48
max.35

48

max.38

∅30

∅38

∅30
max.30

G1/2

∅10
G 1 1/4

Melange basin SL vessel mixer 1-hole chrome
A 4266 AA
flex. hoses SPX M12X1-G3/8
40 mm IS multiport single level cartridge with HWTC
cast body without hole for pop-up rod
EASY-FIX fixation
Hidden aerator "CACHE" M21,5x1 - A
Metal handle with red and blue indicator

Melaath & Shower DC mixer 4-hole 2/spout chrome
A 4293 AA
RIM mounted G1/2 nuts with sealing system for water supply
system connections
Ceramic valves G1/2 90° left and right
(with opposite movement)
Hidden aerator "CACHE" M21,5x1 - D
With accessories (4F hand spray, duble looked metal hose 1500 mm)
Metal handles
Automatic diverter

94

124
149
311
289

289
166

374

max.40 ∅35

Basin SL mixer built-in horisontal complete chrome
A 4262 AA
KIT 1+KIT2
47 mm IS Click cartridge with HWTC
fixation sleeve
spout RIVA BI basin
Hidden aerator "CACHE" M21,5x1 - A
Metal handle with red and blue indicator

max.450
85-150

85-150

85-150
230

172

∅48
max.35

max.38

∅30

100

max.30

48

∅72
G3/4

∅30

∅30

230

G1/2

Melange Shower SL mixer built-in chrome
A 4273 AA
KIT2
Without accessories
Metal handle with red and blue
indicator

37,5 min.
59,5 max.

225
140

85
87

A 4274 AA
KIT1 + KIT2
47 mm IS Click cartridge with HWTC
Without accessories
Metal handle with red and blue
indicator

140

35 - 57
G 1/2
6

206
21,5

65
G 1/2

G 1/2

HOT
130

27

202

G 1/2
41-63

233

54-76

Melange bidet SL mixer 1-hole PUW FL hoses chrome

Melange bath & Shower SL mixer built-in crome

A 4268 AA
Flex.hoses G3/8
35 mm cartridge KEROX with hot water limit stop
cast body with hole for pop-up rod
Metal pop-up waste
EASY-FIX fixation
AERATOR M18X1 with ball-joint connection
Metal handle with red and blue indicator

A 4275 AA
KIT2
Without accessories
Automatic diverter included
Metal handle with red and blue
indicator

25°

123

129

91,6
113,3
∅63

121
∅35
max.150

max.40
382 389

G 1 1/4

A 4276 AA
KIT1 + KIT 2
47 mm IS Click cartridge with HWTC
Without accessories
Automatic diverter included
Metal handle with red and blue
indicator

65
G 1/2

G 1/2

HOT
130

27

G 1/2
41-63

Shower thermostat mixer exposed chrome
A 4279 AA
Exposed with connection system w/o
visible nuts
IS TH cartridge with membran technology and ceramic valve G1/2 180°
Without accessories
Plastic handle with plastic hot-cold
water indicator
Check valves

137-163
G1/2
65
6
∅70
G1/2
299
79-84

15°

77

137-163
G 1/2

300
150

∅70

Bath & Shower thermostat mixer exposed chrome
A 4281 AA
Exposed with connection system w/o visible nuts
IS TH cartridge with membran technology
and ceramic valve G1/2 180°
Without accessories
Plastic handle with plastic hot-cold water
indicator
Automatic diverter
Hidden aerator "CACHE" M24X1 - C

137-163
G1/2
6
∅70
G1/2
311
15°
79-84

77
89
122

31
G 1/2

A 4271 AA
Exposed with connection system w/o visible nuts
40 mm IS multiport single level cartridge with HWTC
cast body
Hidden aerator "CACHE" M21,5x1 - D
Without accessories
Metal handle with red and blue indicator
Automatic diverter
Check valve

76

102
76

Melange bath & Shower SL mixer exposed chrome w/o accessories

150

6
206
21,5

54-76

A 4269 AA
Exposed with connection system w/o visible nuts
40 mm IS multiport single level cartridge with HWTC
cast body
Without accessories
84
Metal handle with red and blue indicator
Check valve

85

35-57
G 1/2

∅10

Melange shower SL mixer exposed chrome

150

140

137-163
300
150

G 1/2

198
76

∅70
76
G 1/2
96
168
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